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Disclaimer

"eToro is a multi-asset platform which offers both investing in stocks and digital assets, as well as trading CFDs.

Please note that CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 68% of retail investor 
accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work, and whether you 

can afford to take the high risk of losing your money.

This is a marketing communication and should not be taken as investment advice, personal recommendation, or an offer of, or solicitation to buy or sell, 
any financial instruments. This material has been prepared without taking into account any particular recipient’s investment objectives or financial 
situation, and has not been prepared in accordance with the legal and regulatory requirements to promote independent research. Any references to past 
or future performance of a financial instrument, index or a packaged investment product are not, and should not be taken as, a reliable indicator of future 
results. eToro makes no representation and assumes no liability as to the accuracy or completeness of the content of this publication, which has been 
prepared utilising publicly available information."
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Summary: ‘darkest before dawn’  

Unrelenting Fed, commodity, China pressure. Not far from ‘peak 

❏ Markets in ‘vice’ of inflation and central bank hawkishness, 
driving higher 3%+ bond yields up and pushing valuations down

❏ This is swamping the anchor of strong earnings, up 10% in US 
and 35% in Europe, with margins firm, and investment high

❏ See peaking ‘less bad’ pressures. US inflation peak imminent, 
with already dramatic Fed rate expectations, and very depressed 
investor sentiment. Traditionally when made most money.

Focus on deep Value and Defensive ‘barbell’ to manage higher risks

❏ A new investing world. Less growth, higher rates, more volatility
❏ Favour cheap + faster growing cyclicals (commodities, banks)
❏ Plus cheap defensives such as healthcare and high dividends

We also look at….

❏ Opportunities in Value, Reopeners, UK/Australia
❏ Oil investment strike supports commodity prices
❏ Winners and losers from the rampant USD

Source: CD=Consumer Discretionary. CO=Communications. CS=Consumer Staples. EN=Energy. FN=Financials. 
HC=Healthcare. ID=Industrials. IT=Information Technology. MT=Materials. RE=Real Estate. UT=Utilities. 

Past performance is not an indication of future results.
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Performance: panic seeps into markets 

Global equities are back in correction territory with signs of panic

❏ Fed double-barreled tightening. 0.5% pace and $95bn ‘QT’
❏ Ukraine conflict raising commodity prices and EU recession risks
❏ UK starkly forecasting ‘stagflation of 10% inflation and recession
❏ China zero-covid lockdown impacts exacerbating weakness

Offsetting supports from
❏ Early signs peaking US inflation at 8.5%, and topping expectations
❏ First quarter earnings resilience, with 80% beating forecasts
❏ Investor sentiment already at 2020 and 2008 crash lows

Big sell-offs in context
❏ Historically good 12-month risk/reward to buying average -17% 

S&P 500  ‘corrections’ or big ‘4% down-days’.

Some places to hide
❏ Have only been a few places to hide, with broad equity, bond, 

and crypto sell-off. Commodities remained strong, and USD 
❏ Value/Reopener/Defensives been strong relative self-haven. See 

energy and defensives, plus UK, Australia etc. Like 2000.

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/macro-insights-big-sell-offs-in-context/
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Macro: nearing peak and Fed and inflation fear?

Not far from peak 'Fed fear'?

❏ Markets saw first 0.5% Fed rate hike in two decades. Pricing a 
hawkish interest rate peak of 3.50% mid next year, and a $95 
billion/mo run-down of Fed’s massive $9 trillion balance sheet (see 
chart) as catches up the inflation surge. 

❏ A double-barrelled tightening, with higher interest rates and also 
the balance sheet shrinkage pushing up long term bond yields. 

❏ Close to ‘peak’ inflation at 8.5%. Monthly report likely to see 
sharp monthly deceleration from over 1% to c0.3%. Economy 
slowing, oil lower, car prices lower. Decline will be slow though.

Markets already discounted much bad news. Unless World is the UK

❏ See markets sensitive to ‘less bad’ signs from peak inflation or Fed 
tightening, with much already priced in. Would ease Fed vice on 
markets, with pressure on valuations and rising recession fears.  

❏ Worst fears? Bank of England’s stark ‘stagflation’ forecast of 10% 
inflation and recession by end of this year in a G7 economy. 

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://etoro.com/news-and-analysis/investing/macro-insights-not-far-from-peak-fed-fear/
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Earnings: a key anchor, and better than perceived

Positive lessons from earnings season

❏ US earnings seen plenty company drama, particularly with ‘big 
tech’ disappointments from Netflix (NFLX) and Amazon (AMZN), 
and even Teflon-coated Apple (AAPL). Nervousness clear in strong 
asymmetric reactions to misses (-3%) versus beats (+0.5%). 

❏ But overwhelming message one of resilient earnings growth, 
sustainable profit margins, with vast majority beating expectations. 
Earnings remain a key market anchor and offset to continued 
valuation pressures.

The strong capex driver of profits

❏ Company investment ‘capex’ plans key to earnings’ growth and 
the economy. Commodities and tech lead 18% US capex growth. 

❏ Has many drivers from strong demand to prior underinvestment, 
need for efficiencies, and carbon transition. Is a big antidote to 
recession fears, and most can afford with strong profits. 

❏ Investments are shifting to technology from ‘traditional’ 
equipment and buildings. Capex intensity varies a lot by sector, 
led by energy and telecoms. An issue as rates rise.

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/macro-insights-lessons-from-earnings-season/
https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/analyst-weekly-the-capex-driver-of-profits/
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Valuation: surging bond yields show further downside 

Managing the valuation risks as bond yields surge

❏ Over 3% US 10-year bond yields have a lot to answer for, slashing 
the value of future cash flows and driving the stampede from 
expensive stocks, like tech. This has been worsened by no 
offsetting earnings pickup and with valuations starting high. 

❏ Unfortunately, our ‘fair value’ model still shows valuation 
downside risk. Bond yields have their own limits but do likely 
move higher. These risks keep us focused on cheap cyclicals, and 
the growth risks on defensives. It’s too early to bet on tech relief.

Double benefit to owning cheaper assets

❏ Cheaper assets give an ‘insurance’ to continued pressure from 
uncertainty and Fed and earnings risks, and greater room to rise 
for valuations in a bullish scenario

❏ International equity markets on a c25% discount to the US
❏ Financials, commodities, and healthcare are the cheapest sectors 

(see chart). Big tech has de-rated toward ‘Value’ territory.
❏ Software valuations still high. ‘Reopeners’ look high, but is really 

still very depressed earnings.

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/analyst-weekly/
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Behavioural: terrible sentiment versus poor seasonality 

Fear versus greed in the driving seat

❏ Technically, the very depressed level of investor sentiment (see 
chart) is a contrarian support. If everyone is bullish, there is no 
one left to buy the market. VIX near 2 standard deviation 36 level

❏ Current levels similar to the 2008 and 2020 crash lows. 
❏ Composite measure of 1) Mutual fund and ETF fund flows, 2) 

Association of Individual Investors (AAII) sentiment, 3) S&P 500 
put/call ratio, and 4) S&P 500 VIX volatility ratio.

Uh-oh it’s May weak seasonality start

❏ As if investors need another reason to be cautious, it’s May!  One 
of the most famous finance adages says, ‘sell in May, and go away’. 

❏ There is some truth to this seasonality, with May-October 
median S&P 500 returns half that of rest of year (see chart), driven 
by weak and low-volume summer. This compares to year-end and 
Q1 market strength when investors reposition for ‘new year’ and 
companies lay out their plans. 

❏ We see poor seasonality more than offset by our outlook for ‘less 
bad’ fundamentals and less Fed policy fears.

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/macro-insights-fear-versus-greed/
https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/macro-insights-uh-oh-its-may/
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International: Australia ‘haven’ and the UK ‘warning’

 Safer haven in the ‘lucky country’ Australia

❏ World’s 8th largest equity market (AUS200), outperforming this 
year. ‘Safer-haven’ status helped by a strong dose of commodity 
and financial stocks, and little exposure to tech sector. Along with 
other forgotten value markets like UK, Canada, Brazil.

❏ The big financials weight makes the market surprisingly ‘domestic’ 
with only c40% sales from overseas, and their profits could benefit 
from the start of the interest rate upcycle. Whilst its booming 
commodity exports (see chart) are exposed to the slowdown, and 
the policy responses, in its top trade partner China.

The UK ‘stagflation’ warning to the world

❏ UK a warning to rest of the world. First major country to 
explicitly forecast stagflation, with a Q4 10% inflation peak and a 
mild recession (see chart)

❏ Forcing authorities to ease back interest rate outlook, and hurting 
the GBP currency

❏ Also shows that Economies are not stock markets. UK equities 
doing well as cheap and helped by weak GBP, with 65% company 
revenues from overseas.

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/macro-insights-a-lucky-country-haven/
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Themes: Value and ‘reopeners’ as ‘safer havens’

Berkshire leads the Value rebound

❏ Berkshire Hathaway (BRK.B), largest US non-tech company, hosted 
its ‘carnival of capitalism’ annual meet from Omaha. Warren 
Buffett’s 62nd year as CEO. 

❏ Berkshire is getting its performance (see chart) and 
deal-making mojo back. Its contrarian and Value style is being 
rewarded as the tech-led sell-off has accelerated. 

❏ Lower markets and valuations play to ‘be ‘greedy when others are 
fearful’ mantra and $100+ billion cash pile. Our allocation 
‘barbell’ similarly focused on cheap cyclicals and defensives.

The surprising safer haven

❏ Our ‘re-opener’ basket, from Boeing (BA) to Marriott (MAR), has 
strongly outperformed with combo of low expectations and 
reopening economies. Has offset high oil prices. See @TravelKit. 

❏ ‘Work-from-home’ (WFH) basket has slumped, and now given 
back all post-pandemic outperformance. WFH, from Activision 
(ATVI) to Zoom (ZM) seen a double-whammy as high earnings 
expectations have disappointed and high valuations derated.

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/macro-insights-berkshire-leads-the-value-rebound/
https://www.cnbc.com/brklive22/
https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/macro-insights-the-surprising-safer-haven/
https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/macro-insights-reopeners-resilience-turns-to-rebound/
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Commodities: oil investment ‘strike’ supports prices 

Commodities remain in a rare ‘sweet spot’

❏ Commodities resilient, despite strong USD, China demand 
concern (see chart), and after asset class 30% rally this year. 

❏ After 10-year underperformance, in sweet spot of rebounding 
demand, tight supply, and higher investment demand (inflation) 

❏ Equities offer better risk/reward than physical at these high 
prices. Some markets have very high commodity equity weights.

❏ Risk of ‘too much of a good thing’ as bumper profits drive 
‘windfall tax’ talk, from BP (BP).L) to Shell (SHEL.L)

The oil investment strike supporting prices

❏ The greatest fundamental driver of oil prices is slow recovery of 
new investment, despite high prices. Global drilling activity is 
-50% from prior peaks, with environmental concerns and focus on 
profits over volume. Underpins ‘high for longer’ price view.

❏ This helps oil equities (XLE, @OilWorldWide), with their low 
break-evens, valuations, and strong dividends. It will also 
accelerates the long-term carbon transition (@Renewables). 
But it also means stickier inflation for a longer time.

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/investing/macro-insights-the-oil-investment-strike/
https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/investing/macro-insights-the-oil-investment-strike/
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Currencies: winners and losers from 20-year high USD 

Impacts of the rampaging USD

❏ US dollar soared to 20-year highs as a ‘safer haven’ and with the 
hawkish Fed pivot, breaking key levels vs EUR, GBP, JPY. 

❏ Likely seen most of dollar strength, but any reversal to be slow. 

The strong dollar hurts EM, commodities, and US tech

(-) Emerging Markets: Hurts emerging markets (EEM), by raising USD 
financing pressures. The more local currency a country needs to repay.

(-) Commodities: Makes commodities (DJP), which are priced in USD, pricier 
for foreign buyers. Commodities would ben even stronger without USD rally.

(-) US tech: The 60% US tech sector sales from abroad now less competitive 
with a strong US dollar. By contrast, utilities (XLU) is most domestic sector.

(+) Europe/Japan:  Weaker local FX an important competitiveness ‘buffer’ for  
global European (EZU) and Japanese (EWJ) stocks and economies. 

(+/-) US economy: Hurt US export competitiveness, with trade drag in Q1 
GDP miss. But cuts imported inflation, stopping being even worse.

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/analyst-weekly/
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Crypto: joining in the market slump 

Victim of own success. Rising institutional ownership raises correlation

❏ Crypto biggest sell-off since January, on soaring equity volatility 
and institutional correlation. 16th of decade. At -51% average.

❏ Contagion from TerraUSD 3rd largest stablecoin depegged, with 
LUNA selling bitcoin holdings to try and maintain.

❏ ApeCoin (APE) soared to top-30 coin from March 16 launch. 
❏ Fidelity first big US retirement plan provider to allow allocations to 

bitcoin (BTC) in 401(k) accounts, in sign of mainstream adoption.
❏ eToro adds two small ‘workhorse’ Ethereum-based coins Universal 

Market Access (UMA) and API3, taking total assets offered to 64

Resilience of crypto ownership

❏ Crypto continues to rise in popularity, despite sell-off. 29% polled 
investors in our global survey now own, up 3 points from Q4. 

❏ Within a decade crypto risen to be better owned than many 
bigger and more established assets. 

See related smart portfolios: @CryptoPortfolio, @DeFiPortfolio. Many 
considering ‘equity-proxies’ like SI, RIOT, MARA, and MSTR

Past performance is not an indication of future results.

https://www.etoro.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/3-May-eToro-adds-UMA-and-API3-to-crypto-line-up.pdf
https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/investing/macro-insights-resilience-of-crypto-ownership/
https://etoro-production.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/e-marketing/Research/eToro%20Retail%20Investor%20Beat%20Survey%20Q1%202022.pdf
https://www.etoro.com/news-and-analysis/in-depth-analysis/macro-insights-the-crypto-equity-rally/

